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An isotonic regression truncated by confining its domain to a union of its level
sets is the isotonic regression in the reduced function space. When some of the
weights with which the inner product system is defined go to infinity, the truncated
isotonic regression converges. This limit can be used in discribing the projection
onto the set of vectors which satisfy an order restriction and have one or more of
its coordinates bounded above andor below. Through this characterization, two
inequalities associated with the projection are established and found useful in order
and bound restricted statistical inference. The results obtained show that for an
exponential distribution family the inequalities lead to the linkage of the order and
bound restricted MLE with the projection of the unrestricted MLE, and the
dominance of the order and bound restricted MLE over the unrestricted MLE with
respect to two classes of loss functions and risks as well as Bayes risks.  1999
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider optimization problems in Rk with the solution restricted to
satisfy an isotonic constraint and to have one or more of its coordinates
bounded above andor below. For example, let +1 , +2 and +3 be the mean
responses to a drug at three increasing dosage levels 1, 2 and 3. Suppose
that it is known that +1+2+3 , and that previous study shows l+2u.
Now in an experiment on the levels 1 and 3 only, to estimate +1 and +3 one
may wish to maximize the likelihood function under the order restriction
+1+3 and the bound restrictions +1u and +3l. In such problems, the
solution is said to satisfy an order-bound constraint.
An isotonic regression is a projection onto an order restricted cone
(Robertson et al. [8, Definition 1.2.1]). Similarly a bounded isotonic
regression is defined as a projection onto an order-bound restricted set.
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Van Eeden studied the cases in which both upper and lower bounds are
isotonic and the maximum lower bound is no more than the minimum
upper bound in every subsets of the domain (Barlow et al. [1, p. 57]). Hu
[6] showed that a uniformly bounded isotonic regression, where the upper
and lower bounds are two constants, can be obtained by using the iterative
projection property that holds in the case (see Eqs. (4.3)). This approach
does not apply to the cases where the bounds are not constants. Our solu-
tion to the isotonic regression problem under bound constraints consists of
first expanding the domain of the given function, so that the bound restric-
tion can be viewed as order restrictions, solving the isotonic regression
problem in this expanded domain, and then truncating the solution to the
original domain. It is shown that the desired solution is obtained as a
limit when the weights in the added domain are allowed to go to infinity.
This description suggests large-weight algorithm for the bounded isotonic
regression.
Our major area of application is in linking the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) under order-bound constraint with the bounded isotonic
regression, and establishing the dominance of the restricted MLE over its
unrestricted counterpart for the estimation problems in which the maxi-
mization of the likelihood function is equivalent to the maximization of
Q(%)= :
k
i=1
[8(%i)+(s i&%i) 8$(% i)]wi , (1.1)
where 8( } ) is a strictly convex function associated with the family of dis-
tributions. As shown in Section 1.5 of Robertson et al. [8], there is an
exponential family for which the maximization of the joint likelihood func-
tion based on k independent random samples from the family is equivalent
to that of (1.1). This family includes Poisson distributions, binomial dis-
tributions, normal distributions, gamma distributions etc. Without any
restrictions s=(s1 , ..., sk )$ is the maximizer. When %=(%1 , ..., %k )$ is con-
strained to be square integrable and _-lattice measureable, the conditional
expectation of s given the _-lattice is the maximizer (Brunk [2]). For order
restricted problems, the conditional expectation is the isotonic regression
(Dykstra [4]). This approach is not valid in our study since the set of
_-lattice measurable functions is a cone but the set of order-bound con-
strained functions is not.
In Section 4 we establish two inequalities for the bounded isotonic
regressions. The inequalities imply that the projection of s onto an order-
bound restricted set maximizes (1.1) over all order-bound restricted func-
tions. Therefore for estimation problems in which the maximization of the
likelihood function is equivalent to that of (1.1), the order-bound restricted
MLE is the bounded isotonic regression of the unrestricted MLE.
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Moreover, the inequalities also imply that the restricted MLE dominates
the unrestricted MLE with respect to two popular classes of loss functions
and risk functions as well as Bayes risks. These results are presented in
Section 5.
2. TRUNCATED ISOTONIC REGRESSION AND ITS LIMIT
Let O be a quasi order in 0=[1, ..., k], C be the collection of all non-
decreasing functions on 0 with respect to O . Denote a function on 0 by
f=( f1 , ..., fk )$ with f i=f (i). Define the inner product of f, g by
:
i #0
f igiwi , (2.1)
where w is a given positive weight function. The quasi order confined to
D/0 is also a quasi order. Let C|D be the collection of all nondecreasing
functions on D with respect to O confined to D. Without loss of
generality, denote a function on D by f |D , called f truncated by D, where
f is a function on 0. Of course, more than one f may give rise to the same
f |D . Define the inner product of f |D and g|D by (2.1) with 0 replaced
by D. While f # C implies f |D # C|D , f |D # C|D may not imply f # C.
However, if D=L&U where L and U are a lower set and an upper set in
0 respectively, then a function in C|D can be expressed as f |D with f # C.
The isotonic regression of f , by Definition 1.2.1 of Robertson et al. [8], is
the projection of f onto C, denoted by P ( f | C). Similarly, the isotonic
regression of f |D is P (( f |D) | (C|D)).
It is known that f* #C is the isotonic regression of f if and only if
:
i #0
( fi&f i*) f i*wi=0 and :
i #0
( f i&f i*) giwi0 for g # C (2.2)
(cf. Zarantonello [11]), and when (2.2) is true, for V=[i #0 : f*i=t], a
level set of f*,
:
i #V
( fi&f i*) wi=0 and :
i #V
( f i&f i*) g iwi0 for g # C. (2.3)
As shown in the next example, the isotonic regression of f truncated by
D may not be the isotonic regression of f |D . Lemma 2.1 gives a sufficient
condition on D for them to be equal.
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Example. Let 0 be [1, 2, 3] with order 3O1O2, D be [1, 2],
w be (1, 1, 1)$ and f be (1, 2, 3)$. Then P (( f |D) | (C|D))=(1, 2)$, but
P ( f | C)|D=(2, 2)$.
Lemma 2.1. If D is a union of level sets of P( f | C), then the isotonic
regression of f |D is the truncated isotonic regression of f , i.e.,
P (( f |D ) | (C|D ))=P ( f | C)|D .
Proof. P ( f | C) # COP ( f | C)|D # C|D . A function in C|D can be written
as g|D with gi=0 for i D. Note that there exists h, a linear combination
of all indicator functions for level sets of P ( f | C), such that h+g # C. By
(2.3) and (2.2) the conclusion of the lemma is true. K
We now consider the behaviour of P (( f |D ) | (C|D )) as the weights on
01/0 go to infinity.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose 01/0, min[wi : wi #01]+, and wi wj
rij<+ for i, j #01 . Then P (( f |D ) | (C|D )) converges component wise.
Proof. Let p|D be P (( f |D ) | (C|D )). For i #D, according to the max-
min formula for isotonic regression (Theorem 1.4.4, Robertson et al. [8]),
pi=max[min[Av( f | L&U ) : i # L] : i #U]. (2.4)
HereL andU are lower and upper sets inD andAv( f |T)=j#T fjwjj #T wj .
Clearly, Av( f | T ) converges. But both max and min are continuous
functions. So, pi converges. K
From Lemma 2.2 we see that both P ( f | C)|D and P (( f |D ) | (C|D )) con-
verge in the same function space. However, as shown by the next
example they may not converge to the same limit.
Example. Suppose that 01=[3]/[1, 2, 3]=0 and 3O1O2 is an
ordening in 0. For f=(1, 2, 3)$, D=[1, 2] and
wi={1, i=1, 2n, i=3,
P ( f |C)|D (3, 3)$ as n. But P (( f |D ) | (C|D ))=(1, 2)$ (1, 2)$.
Lemma 2.3 gives a sufficient condition under which P ( f | C)|D and
P (( f |D ) | (C|D )) are equal when min[wi : wi #01 ] is sufficiently large.
Consequently, under that condition P(( f |D ) | (C|D ))|D&T and P( f |C )|D&T
converge to the same limit f*|D&T , where f* is the component wise limit
of P ( f | C).
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Lemma 2.3. Under the condition of Lemma 2.2, let f* be the component
wise limit of P ( f | C) and D be a level set of f*. Then P ( f | C)|D=
P (( f |D ) | (C|D )) when min[wi : wi #01 ] is sufficiently large.
Proof. The existence of f* is implied by Lemma 2.2. Suppose f*
assumes value d on D. There exists =>0 such that when min[wi : wi #01 ]
is sufficiently large, for i #D and j D, |d&[P ( f | C)]i |<= and
|d&[P ( f | C)] j |>=. This implies that D is a union of consecutive level
sets of P ( f | C). The conclusion follows from Lemma 2.1. K
Remark. If D&01=<, then in the space of functions on D the compo-
nent wise convergence implies the function convergence with respect to the
underlying inner product in that space.
3. ISOTONIC REGRESSION UNDER
BOUND RESTRICTIONS
Let l and u be two functions on 0, and D1 and D2 be two subsets of 0.
Then
B=[g : ligi , i #D1 ; g juj , j #D2 ] (3.1)
specifies a general bound restriction on g. Suppose B&C is non-empty.
Since B&C is closed and convex, P ( f |B&C) exists. We call it the
isotonic regression of f under bound restriction B, or, bounded isotonic
regression. We show in this section that P ( f |B&C) can be described as
a limit of truncated isotonic regression.
Let 0 1 be [i&k : i #D1 ], 0 2 be [i+k : i #D2 ] and 0 be 0_0 1_0 2 .
Denote a function on 0 by a letter with a hat, for example f , while f still
denotes a function on 0. If f i=li+k for i #0 1 , f i=ui&k for i #0 2 , and
f |0=f, then this f is denoted by f . Expand the weight function w to 0 with
added wi i #0 1_0 2 . Let iO j if i, j #0, iO j ; or i #0 1 , j=i+k; or j #0 2 ,
i=j&k. Then O is a quasi order in 0 . Let C be the collection of all
nondecreasing functions on 0 . For D/0 , as in Section 2, P ( f | C ),
P (( f |D ) | (C |D )) are all well defined. Clearly,
f #B&CO f # C O f |D #C |D . (3.2)
Define
B|D=[g|D&0 : ligi , i&k #D&0 1 ; gjuj , j+k #D&0 2 ]. (3.3)
Then B|D specifies a bound restriction on g|D&0 . This bound restriction is
generated from B and D. Let C|D be C|D&0 . Then (B|D )& (C|D ), denoted
by B&C|D , is the collection of functions on D&0 that satisfy the under-
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lying order and bound restrictions. With these notations we present some
simple facts.
f |D # C |D , f i=li+k for i #D&0 1 and f i=ui&k for i #D&0 2
O f |D&0 #B&C|D . (3.4)
g|D&0 #B&C|DOg |D # C |D . (3.5)
The next lemma characterizes the isotonic regression of f |D&0 bounded
by B|D as a limit of isotonic regression of f |D truncated by D&0.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that m=min[wi : i # (D&0 1 )_ (D&0 2 )]
+ and wi wj rij<+ for i, j # (D&0 1 )_ (D&0 2 ). Then P (( f |D )|
(C |D ))|D&0 converges to P (( f |D&0 ) | (B&C|D )).
Proof. Let p^|D be P (( f |D ) | (C |D )) and p^*|D be the component wise
limit of p^|D . Then P (( f |D ) | (C |D ))|D&0=p^|D&0 p^*|D&0 . We show that
p^*|D&0 #B&C|D and that  i #D&0 ( f i&p^ i*)2 wi i #D&0 ( f i&gi )2 wi
for every g|D&0 #B&C|D .
p^*|D is in C |D since it is the component wise limit of p^|D . By (3.4), we
need p^ j*=f j for j # # (D&0 1 )_ (D&0 2 ). If this is not true, then
|p^ j*&f j |=$>0 for some j # (D&0 1 )_ (D&0 2 ), hence |p^j&f j |>$2,
i #D ( f i&p^i) 2 wi>$24 wj for sufficiently large m. But for g #B&C{<,
i #D ( f i&g i) 2 wi does not depend on the weights on (D&0 1 )_ (D&0 2 ).
So i #D ( f i&p^ i) 2 wi> i #D ( f i&g i) 2 wi for large m, here g |D # C |D
according to (3.5). This contradicts the definition of p^|D .
Suppose i #D&0 ( f i&p^ i*) 2 wi> i #D&0 ( fi&gi) 2 wi+= for some
g|D&0 #B&C|D and =>0. Note that for sufficiently large m,
i #D&0 ( f i&p^ i) 2 wi>i #D&0 ( fi&p^i*) 2 wi&=. So,  i #D ( f i&p^i) 2 wi>
i #D ( f i&g^i) 2 wi where by (3.5) g |D # C |D . This contradicts the definition
of p^|D . K
Remarks. (1) In Lemma 3.1 taking D=0 we have P ( f | C )|0
P ( f |B&C).
(2) Suppose D is a level set of the limit of P ( f | C ) and the value of
the limit on D is d. Then D&0 is the level set of P ( f |B&C) and its value
on D&0 is d. Therefore
max[li : i #D1&D]dmin[ui : i #D2&D].
(3) Suppose D is a level set of the limit of P ( f | C ). By Lemma 2.3
and Lemma 3.1,
P ( f | C ) |D&0P (( f |D&0 ) | (B&C|D )).
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4. TWO INEQUALITIES
Let A be a closed convex set and f* be P ( f |A). In this section we
establish the following two inequalities for A=B&C.
:
i #0
( f i&f i*)[,( f i*)&,(gi)] wi0, (4.1)
where ,( } ) is a nondecreasing function on R1 and g #A.
:
i #0
( f i&f i*) ,( f i*&g i ) wi0 (4.2)
where ,( } ) is a nondecreasing function that satisfies ,(x&0)0 on x0,
,(x+0)0 on x0, and g #A.
Neither (4.1) nor (4.2) is universally true for an arbitrary closed and con-
vex set A, not even for an arbitrary closed convex cone A. Hu [6] studied
order and uniform bound restriction A=U&C in which U=B with
D1=D2=0 and li=lj , u i=uj for i, j #0 in (3.1) and found that
P ( f |U&C)=P (P ( f | C) |U)=P (P ( f | C) |U&C), (4.3)
i.e., U&C and C are non-oblique in the terminology of Menendez, Rueda
and Salvador [7] and Warrack and Robertson [10]. This iterative projec-
tion approach can not be used here since, as shown by the next example,
B&C and C are not non-oblique.
Example. Let 0 be [1, 2] with order 1O2, B be [ f #R2 : 0f1
4, 3f24], and w be (1, 1)$. For f=(2, 0)$, P (P ( f | C) |B&C)=(1, 3)$.
But P ( f |B&C)=(2, 3)$.
To establish (4.1) and (4.2) for A=B&C, we first prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let f * be the component wise limit of P ( f | C ) and D be a
level set of f * such that D&0{03 .
(1) For ,( } ), a nondecreasing function on R1, and g #B&C,
:
i #D&0
( fi&f i*)[,( f i*)&,(gi)] wi0. (4.4)
(2) For ,( } ), a nondecreasing function on R1 that satisfies
,(x&0)0 on x0, ,(x+0)0 on x0, and g #B&C,
:
i #0&0
( fi&f i*) ,( f i*&gi ) wi0. (4.5)
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Proof. f * is a constant, say d, on D. For g #B&C, let L be
[i #D&0 : gi<d], U be [i #D&0 : gi>d], t|L be P (( f |L ) | (C|L))
and h|U be P (( f |U) | (C|U)). We claim that (a) tid>gi for i # L;
(b) hid<g i for i #U. Here only the proof of (a) is given. Let L1 be the
level set of t|L associated with the smallest value t|L assumes. It suffices to
show that Av( f |L1)d. Note that max[l i : i #D1&L1]<d since g #B&C
and gi<d on L1 . Suppose Av( f |L1 )<d. Then e=max[Av( f |L1 ),
max[li : i #D1&L1]]<d. Define
qi={e, i # L1d, i # Lc1.
Then q|D&0 # C|D since L1 is a lower set in D&0. By the definition of q
and the remark (2) after Lemma 3.1, we see that q|D&0 #B|D . Hence
q|D&0 #B&C|D . But i # L1 ( fi&qi)
2 wi< i # L1 ( f i&f i*)
2 wi since
:
i # L1
( fi&q i )2 wi= :
i # L1
[ f i&Av( f |L1 )]2 wi+ :
i # L1
[Av( f |L1 )&e]2 wi ,
:
i # L1
( fi&f i*)2 wi= :
i # L1
[ f i&Av( f |L1 )]2 wi+ :
i # L1
[Av( f |L1 )&d]2 w i
and [Av( f | L1 )&m]2<[Av( f | L1 )&d]2. Therefore, i #D&0 ( f i&
qi )2 wi< i #D&0 ( f i&f i*)2 wi , which contradicts the remark (3) after
Lemma 3.1. Now
:
i #D&0
( f i&f i) [,( f i*)&,(gi )] wi
= :
i # L
+ :
i #U
( f i&f i*)[,( f i*)&,(gi )] wi . (4.6)
But
:
i # L
( fi&f i*)[,( f i*)&,(g i )] wi
= :
i # L
( fi&t i )[,(d)&,(gi )] wi+ :
i # L
(t i&d)[,(d)&,(gi )] wi . (4.7)
Because g #B&C, L/0Og|L #C|LO,(g)|L #C|LO[,(g)&,(d)]|L #C|L ,
where ,(g)=(,(g1 ), ..., ,(gk))$. By (2.2), the first term on the right hand
side of (4.7) is non-negative. By claim (a), the second term is also non-
negative. Thus the first term on the right hand side of (4.6) is non-negative.
Similarly, one can show that the second term on the right hand side of
(4.6) is non-negative. Therefore, (4.4) is true.
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Note that
:
i #D&0
( f i&f i*) , ( f i*&gi ) wi= :
i # L
+ :
i #U
( f i&f i*) , ( f i*&gi ) wi . (4.8)
But
:
i # L
( fi&f i*) , ( f i*&g i ) wi
=:
i # L
( f i&t i ) ,(d&gi ) wi+ :
i # L
(t i&d) ,(d&gi ) wi . (4.9)
Because &,(d&g)|L # C|L , by (2.2), the first term on the right hand side
of (4.9) is non-negative. By claim (a), the second term is also non-negative.
Thus the first term on the right hand side of (4.8) is non-negative. Similary,
one can show that the second term on the right hand side of (4.8) is non-
negative. Thus (4.5) holds. K
Since 0 can be partitioned by [D&0{< : D is a level set of f *] and
f *|0=P ( f |B&C), we have Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.2. Inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) hold for A=B&C.
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section we summarize some of the applications of the results
obtained in the previous sections.
5.1. Algorithm and Convergence Rate
Take wi=n for i #0 1_0 2 . Then P ( f | C ) |0P ( f | B&C) as
n+. In this limit of truncated isotonic regression algorithm for
P ( f |B&C ), the isotonic regression P ( f | C ) can be calculated in many
ways. The minimum lower set algorithm by Brunk et al. [3] and the
iterative algorithm by Dykstra [5] are examples. By (2.4) P ( f | C ) |0 and
Av ( f | } ) have the same convergence rate. Clearly, if T/0,
|Av ( f | T )&lim Av ( f |T )|=0.
Otherwise
Av ( f | T ) \ :i # T&0 1 li+k+ :i # T&0 2 u i&k +<\ :i # T&0 1 1+ :i # T&0 2 1 ++ .
One can show that
|Av ( f |T )&lim Av ( f |T)|kW
F+L+U
n
,
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where F=max[ | fi | : i #0], L=max[ |li | : i #D1 ], U=max[ |ui | : i #D2 ],
and W=max[wi : i #0].
5.2. Order and Bound Restricted MLE
The restricted maximizer of a function is not always the projection of the
unrestricted maximizer. But for the target function (1.1) and the restriction
% #B&C, s*=P (s |B&C) is the restricted maximizer since
Q(s*)&Q(%)= :
i #0
[,(s i*)&,(% i )&(s i*&% i ) ,(%i )] wi
+ :
i #0
(si&s*i )[,(s*i )&,(%i )] wi ,
the first summation is non-negative (cf. p. 214 of Rockafellar [9]), and the
second summation, by Theorem 4.2, is also non-negative. Thus for the
estimation problems from the exponential family mentioned in the intro-
duction, we conclude that the order and bound restricted MLE is the
bounded isotonic regression of the unrestricted MLE.
5.3. Dominance of the restricted MLE over the Unrestricted MLE
Both L1=[ i #0 [8 (% i )&8(%i )&(% i&%i ) 8$ (%i )] wi : 8( } ) is convex]
and L2=[i #0 8(% i&%i ) wi : 8( } ) is convex; 8$ (x&0)0, x0;
8$ (x+0)0, x0] are commonly encountered loss function classes. The
two inequalities in Section 4 imply the universal domination of order-
bound restricted MLE over the unrestricted counterpart with respect to the
loss function class L1_L2 and corresponding risks as well as Bayes risks
(see Section 4 of Hu [6]).
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